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By suspect trying to force the rear patio door with brute force, causing
victim to hear and shout down. Suspect climbed over side gate to get
away leaving a shoe behind.
Suspects have entered back garden from rear of property. Taken shed
door off hinges and stolen Fuji Bike from inside shed.
Between 2200 and 0630hours suspect has entered the shed and took a
bicycle without permission of the owner.
Caravan left locked and secure on car park. Side window forced open,
entry gained and a generator stolen from inside.
Suspects have gained entry by cutting a metal padlock that was locking
the entry and exit gate. The gate is a wooden panel that is on a hinge.
Suspects have also forced the door to the site office that has tool marks.
by persons unknown damaging a car

RUSSEL ROAD

Vehicle has had its rear window smashed

LEYTON ROAD

Suspect has damaged victims umbrella during an argument at Abbey
Rec park
by unknown suspect throwing stone at window causing it to break.

MORDEN ROAD

Mattress, Stereo and clothing was slashed with a knife.

LEYTON ROAD

Victims front garden gate and vehicle gate have fallen to the ground;
Victim is not sure what happened but does not believe that a vehicle was
involved because no-one including neighbours heard or saw a collision.
Break in, theft from inside a hot food trailer, with the till and money taken.

MORDEN ROAD

Witness saw somebody take post from a box behind HOMEBASE.
Search of vehicle resulted in post addressed to the business found.
Theft of petrol/drive off.

JUBILEE WAY

Other Theft

By suspect unknown taking the victims wallet & contents from the till area
of shop at time shown after the victim left it at the till counter .

Other Theft

By the suspect shown taking victim 3's work phone from her home
address and using the phone to make calls.
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Personal Property
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by suspect unknown filling a white/silver vehicle with fuel valued at
£30:01 then drove off making no attempt to pay.
Victim 2 reporting a making off without payment. Suspect 1 refuelled
vehicle at venue with Diesel to value of £20.70. Suspect 1 drove off, No
payment made.
unknown suspect made off from petrol station without making attempt to
pay for fuel
Victim 1 was walking home along dark path, unclear on details but
remembers getting up after laying on the ground to find his keys missing,
he was still in possession of his wallet and phone. He saw two males at
scene.
Two suspects have approached victim from behind and assaulted him
causing a cut lip and swelling on face and head whilst taking personal
items from him
Vehicle has had a window smashed and property taken from within
By unknown suspect (S) removing both number plates from a motor
vehicle before decamping.
Suspect stole rear number plate from moped which was parked in
BridgeRoad.
Victim 1's vehicle had been broken into and the dash cam and sat nav
taken.
suspect have stolen items from within the vehicle

Theft/Taking of M/V

Vehicle moved from one location to another, discovered by victim's uncle.
Victim says that a radio and the exhaust are missing.
Unknown suspects stole motorbike that was chained to a ground anchor.

Theft/Taking of M/V

Vehicle belonging to victim 1 stolen and later recovered.

Theft/Taking of M/V

Victim 1 had his moped stolen from Parkleigh Road. Moped was found
close to suspect 1 and suspect 1 on Potters Close, Mitcham.
victims push bike was stolen by unknown suspect.
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